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Government Bill
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Commentary
Recommendation
The Transport and Industrial Relations Committee has examined the
Immigration Amendment Bill (No 2) and recommends by majority
that it be passed with the amendments shown.

Introduction
The Immigration Amendment Bill (No 2) proposes changes to the
Immigration Act 2009, which would affect provisions relating to
areas including migrant worker exploitation, immigration officers’
search powers, the collection of biometric information, dishonesty in
visa applications, and the funding of the immigration infrastructure.
The bill would
• give temporary migrant workers the same protection from ex-

ploitation that illegal workers currently have under the Act
• make liable for deportation employers who are residence class

visa holders if they are convicted of exploiting migrant work-
ers or knowingly employing migrant workers without work
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rights, if the offence was committed within 10 years of the em-
ployer’s visa being granted

• empower immigration officers to apply for search warrants in
relation to suspected immigration offences

• allow warrantless entry and search if it were believed that mi-
grants were working unlawfully or being exploited; or if a
person liable for deportation refused to produce their identity
documents

• allow immigration officers to conduct a personal search of a
non-citizen who has failed to produce their identity or travel
documents on arrival

• extend the circumstances in which biometric information1may
be taken from non-citizens arriving in New Zealand who apply
for entry permission, to include those who have been granted
entry permission and are still in an Immigration Control Area

• allow both biometric information and “special biometric in-
formation”2 to be collected from those liable for deportation
or turnaround, and allow the Police to use reasonable force to
collect it where a compulsion order has been granted by a court

• limit access under the Privacy Act 1993 so that people could
not obtain personal information used in immigration decisions
made using absolute discretion (as defined in section 11 of the
Act)

• make residence class visa holders liable for deportation if in-
formation provided in relation to their application was fraudu-
lent, forged, false or misleading, or any relevant information
was concealed, whether or not there was a causal link between
that information and the granting of residence

• change the way immigration is funded, with a renamed “im-
migration levy” chargeable to all visa applicants.

This commentary discusses our main recommendations. It does not
explain minor or technical amendments.

1 Biometric information, as defined in the Act, includes head-and-shoulders
photographs, fingerprints, and iris scans.

2 Special biometric information, as defined in clause 67, includes palm-prints,
footprints, and measurements and photographs of the whole person.
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Commencement date
Under clause 2(5) of the bill, clauses 61 and 65 (which relate to new
powers of search and entry) would come into force two years after the
Royal assent, unless brought into force earlier by Order in Council.
The Regulations Review committee has advised that commencement
of legislation by Order in Council is appropriate only in rare and ex-
ceptional circumstances. In the case of this bill, it is impossible to
predict accurately how much time would be needed for operational
policies to be developed and immigration officers to be trained in the
use of the new powers. Some factors in the exact timing, such as
scheduling training with the Police, are outside the control of Immi-
gration New Zealand. We note also that commencement by Order
in Council would provide an additional safeguard, in that Cabinet
could be advised that the appropriate training was provided before
the powers came into force.
However, we appreciate that commencement by Order in Council
should be resorted to only when strictly necessary. We consider it
appropriate to reduce the length of time before the legislation would
come into force automatically, from two years to one. We therefore
recommend amending clause 2(5) so that the legislation would come
into force 1 year after it received Royal assent, if not brought into
force earlier by Order in Council.

False information in visa applications
Clause 42, which seeks to amend section 158, would unintention-
ally narrow residence class visa holders’ liability for deportation to
the provision, regarding their own applications only, of fraudulent,
forged, false or misleading information, or the concealment of rele-
vant information. We recommend widening this clause to make them
liable for deportation if their visa is held on the basis of another per-
son’s visa and fraudulent, forged, false or misleading information
was provided, or relevant information was concealed, in the applica-
tion for that other person’s visa. This would align the provision with
the current provisions in section 158.

Serving deportation orders
We consider that clause 47, which seeks to amend section 175 as to
when deportation orders may be served, is difficult to understand.
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While we recommend no change to the policy, a redrafted clause 47
as we recommend would make the legislation clearer.

Decisions made using absolute discretion
We recommend inserting clause 48A, to bring section 177 into line
with the intention of clause 8. This wouldmake it clear that the ability
to access personal information under privacy principle 6, as set out
in section 6 of the Privacy Act, would not apply to any reasons for
decisions by immigration officers made using absolute discretion and
relating to the cancellation of deportation orders.
We recommend inserting a parallel new clause, clause 98A, specify-
ing that privacy principle 6 would not apply to any reasons for deci-
sions made by an immigration officer using absolute discretion and
relating to cancellation of removal orders.

Search powers
Power of entry
We believe the Act should set thresholds for the exercise of search
powers that are internally consistent and also, where possible, aligned
with themodel set out in the Search and SurveillanceAct 2012. Thus,
“good cause to suspect” would be used regarding offences, and “rea-
sonable grounds to believe” for other purposes. We therefore recom-
mend amending clause 61, new section 277A, to change the defin-
ition of “specified employee” to refer to a person who an immigration
officer believes to be working for an employer who the immigration
officer has “good cause to suspect” is exploiting migrant workers or
employing migrant workers without work rights and therefore com-
mitting an offence under sections 350 or 351.
We also recommend amending clause 64, new section 281B(1)(c),
which relates to searches to facilitate deportation; and inserting new
clause 64A, to amend section 285, which provides for searches at the
border.

Search of persons
We recommend a change to clause 65, which would permit an exten-
sion of the power to search new arrivals.
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Sections 85 to 87 of the Search and Surveillance Act are a package of
provisions defining the scope of rub-down searches. Sections 85 and
86 are already referred to in clause 65, and we recommend including
a reference to section 87 also, allowing a visual examination of the
mouth, nose, and ears in the case of non-citizens arriving in New
Zealand who fail to produce identity or travel documents.

Exploitation of workers
We recommend amending clause 80, which relates to the exploitation
of migrant workers, by inserting new clause 80(3A), so that an em-
ployer would be treated as knowing that a worker holds a temporary
entry class visa if at any time in the preceding 12 months the em-
ployer had been informed of that fact in writing by an immigration
officer.

Regulations relating to service
Clauses 95(3) and 90, new section 387B, provide the power to make
regulations to modify the default rules in clauses 89 and 90, new sec-
tions 386A to 387A. We do not consider that the circumstances re-
garding this bill are so exceptional as to require the primary legisla-
tion to be able to be changed by regulation. We recommend remov-
ing this power and amending clauses 95(3) and 90 to authorise regu-
lations to provide requirements, which may differ from those in new
sections 386A to 387A, for the way notices are served or given in
specific situations or circumstances.

Immigration levy
We recommend inserting savings provisions via new sections 399(7)
and (8), into clause 94, to allow people to pay the migrant levy if
they have applied for their visa before the new immigration levy is
in place. The migrant levy is currently paid after a visa application is
lodged and before the visa is granted, but it is intended that the im-
migration levy will be paid when the visa application is first lodged.
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Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand and New
Zealand Labour Party minority view
It is with regret the Green and Labour Parties are unable to support
this bill. New Zealand urgently needs extra protections to stop the
exploitation of migrant workers. Sadly, after listening to all the sub-
missions and considering the evidence, we do not believe this legis-
lation will help.
We need to create an environment to enable workers to report abuse.
Workers are not going to report exploitation if they risk being de-
ported. The Green and Labour Parties believe the failure to provide
visa protection for those on temporary visas undermines the entire in-
tent of the bill. This is compounded by the failure of Government to
employ enough labour inspectors to reduce the pressure on migrant
workers to report.
We are uncomfortable with extending the search powers of immigra-
tion officers into private dwellings, especially without the require-
ment for a warrant. We are not convinced that if the goal is to protect
migrant workers we should be giving these powers to immigration
officers rather than labour inspectors. We need to create supportive
systems for the exploited workers and migrant communities to report
abuse. Our belief is that putting immigration officials into the role of
enforcers confuses things and creates barriers to reporting.
We did not support the absolute discretion clause to make decisions
without giving reasons and we do not support clause 8 which makes
clear that the Privacy Act does not apply to reasons for decisions
made using absolute discretion.
The Green and Labour Parties have concerns that the Legislation
Advisory Committee’s recommendations regarding the purpose and
scope of the proposed immigration levy were not picked up. This
bill changes the scope of the levy and allows it to be used to fund the
accumulated deficit of the Immigration Advisers Authority. While
we recognise the validity of the Government seeking to expand the
funding base for certain immigration tasks, we agree with the Legis-
lation Advisory Committee that, to avoid the appearance of this be-
coming a tax, it would have been preferable to add more specificity
to the bill. We are also concerned that migrants will be made respon-
sible for the Government’s failure to properly fund the Immigration
Advisers Authority.
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We are further deeply concerned that this bill will enable those with
residency to be liable for deportation if any information in their ori-
ginal application is proved to be false, even if this information was
irrelevant to the decision to grant them a visa. They do not even need
to be aware the information was false when they made the applica-
tion.
We are opposed to the inclusion of clauses that provide for regula-
tions that override or depart from the primary legislation.
There will be discretion for the Minister not to deport someone and
there will be the ability for people to appeal a deportation decision
to the Immigration and Protection Tribunal. While this is some con-
solation in terms of basic access to justice it will increase work for
immigration officials assessing whether allegations of false informa-
tion, not relevant to the granting of visas, might be false or not. It
will also increase the number of cases going to the Minister for de-
cision and the Immigration and Protection Tribunal for appeal. The
current system is already overburdened and we have not heard any
justification that has convinced us this is needed or desirable.
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Appendix
Committee process
The Immigration Amendment Bill (No 2) was referred to the com-
mittee on 19 November 2013. The closing date for submissions was
7 February 2014. We received and considered 18 submissions from
interested groups and individuals. We heard 11 submissions.
The Regulations Review Committee commented on the powers in
clauses 2 and 95(3).
We received advice from the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and
Employment.

Committee membership
David Bennett (Chairperson)
Chris Auchinvole
Carol Beaumont
Dr Cam Calder
Darien Fenton
Andrew Little
Simon O’Connor
Denise Roche
Mike Sabin
Jan Logie replaced Denise Roche for this item of business.
Dr Rajen Prasad replaced Carol Beaumont for this item of business.
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Schedule 2 58
Amendment to Schedule of Search and Surveillance

Act 2012

The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:

1 Title
This Act is the Immigration Amendment Act (No 2) 2013.

2 Commencement
(1) This Act comes into force on the day after the date on which it 5

receives the Royal assent, except as provided in subsections
(2) to (5).

(2) Section 69 comes into force on 1 July 2014.
(3) Sections 4(3) and (4), 21 to 24, 29(1), 35, and 96 come

into force on the date that is 6 months after the date on which 10
this Act receives the Royal assent.

(4) Section 94 comes into force on the date that is 1 year after
the date on which this Act receives the Royal assent.

(5) Sections 61 and 65 come into force on—
(a) a date or dates appointed by the Governor-General by 15

Order in Council (and 1 or more Orders in Council may
be made appointing different dates for different sec-
tions); or

(b) if not brought into force by such an Order in Council by
the date that is 2 years1 year after the date on which this 20
Act receives the Royal assent, on that date.

3 Principal Act
This Act amends the Immigration Act 2009 (the principal
Act).
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Part 1
Amendments to Parts 1 to 7

Subpart 1—Amendments to Part 1
(Preliminary provisions)

4 Section 4 amended (Interpretation) 5
(1) In section 4, definition of chief executive, paragraph (b), after

“Director of Security,”, insert “the Chief of Defence Force, the
General Manager of the Aviation Security Service,”.

(1A) In section 4, definition of deportation liability notice, after
“section 171”, insert “, and, for the purposes of serving a no- 10
tice, includes a copy of the notice”.

(1B) In section 4, definition of deportation order, after paragraph
(a), insert:
“(ab) for the purposes of serving or executing an order de-

scribed in paragraph (a), includes a copy of the order; 15
and”.

(2) In section 4, definition ofNewZealand, paragraph (c), replace
“and 77(4)(a)” with “77(4)(a), 277, 277A, and 382(1)”.

(3) In section 4, insert in its appropriate alphabetical order:
“transit passenger means a person who arrives in New 20
Zealand from another country while in transit to another
overseas destination, not intending to enter or remain in New
Zealand”.

(4) In section 4, replace the definition of transit period with:
“transit period means the period prescribed in accordance 25
with section 401(d) for the purpose of section 86A”.

(5) In section 4, repeal the definition of New Zealand address.
(6) In section 4, insert in their appropriate alphabetical order:

“address for service has the meaning given to it by section
387 30
“contact address has the meaning given to it by section
387A”.

5 Section 5 amended (Notifications)
Replace section 5(3) and (4) with:

9
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“(3) Where this Act or any regulations under this Act provide that
any notice or other document must be served on a person other
than the Minister or a person referred to in subsection (2), the
notice or other document must be served in accordance with
section 386A(2). 5

“(4) Where this Act or any regulations under this Act provide that
any notice or other document must be supplied, notified, or in
any other way given to a person other than the Minister or a
person referred to in subsection (2), the notice or other docu-
ment must be sent to the person in accordance with section 10
386A(3).

“(5) Subsections (1) to (4) are subject to sections 386(8) and
387B.”

6 Section 8 amended (Meaning of granting visa or entry
permission as result of administrative error) 15
In section 8(1)(d), after “specified in”, insert “regulations or”.

7 Section 9 amended (Meaning of unlawfully in New
Zealand (in relation to person who is not New Zealand
citizen))
After section 9(2)(b), insert: 20
“(ba) as starting on the day after the date on which a per-

mit granted to the person under the former Act expired
or was revoked without another permit being granted
under that Act; or”.

7A Section 10 amended (Meaning of deported) 25
In section 10(3)(a)(i), replace “175” with “175A”.

8 Section 11 amended (Meaning of absolute discretion of
the decision maker)

(1) After section 11(c)(i), insert:
“(ia) privacy principle 6 (which relates to access to 30

personal information and is set out in section 6
of the Privacy Act 1993) does not apply to any
reasons for any decision relating to the purported
application; and”.

10
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(2) In section 11, insert as subsection (2):
“(2) Subsection (1)(c)(ia) applies to any decision made in relation

to a purported application, whether the decision was made be-
fore or after the commencement of that subparagraph subsec-
tion.” 5

Subpart 2—Amendments to Part 2 (Core
provisions and matters in relation to decision

making)
9 Section 15 amended (Certain convicted or deported

persons not eligible for visa or entry permission to enter 10
or be in New Zealand)
Replace section 15(3)(c) with:
“(c) was deported under this Act but is not, or is no longer,

subject to a period of prohibition on entry under section
179 or 180; or”. 15

10 Section 19 amended (Duty of chief executive to
communicate obligation to leave New Zealand)
In section 19(2)(c), after “arriving”, insert “temporary”.

11 Section 22 amended (Immigration instructions)
In section 22(5)(b), after “that person”, insert “or of any other 20
person (a third party) whose circumstances are relevant to
the person’s eligibility, including (without limitation) rules and
criteria about how any status or approval may be obtained or
lost by the third party”.

12 New section 29A inserted (Use of automated system to 25
confirm New Zealand citizenship)
After section 29, insert:

“29A Use of automated system to confirm New Zealand
citizenship

“(1) An automated electronic system that applies criteria predeter- 30
mined by the chief executive may be used, for the purposes of
this Act, to confirm a person’s status as a New Zealand citizen.

11
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“(2) The automated electronic system may only be used to confirm
a person’s status as a NewZealand citizen only if there is avail-
able at least 1 other way of confirming the person’s status, and
that other way involves confirmation by a person.

“(3) A determination made using an automated electronic system 5
must for all purposes be treated as a determination made by a
person who is authorised to make the determination under this
Act.”

Subpart 3—Amendments to Part 3 (Visas)
13 Section 49 amended (Visas may be subject to conditions) 10
(1) In section 49(1)(e), replace “54, or 55” with “or 54”.
(2) After section 49(1)(e), insert:

“(ea) imposed by section 55:”.

14 Section 55 amended (Condition that visa holder have
sponsor) 15
After section 55(2), insert:

“(2A) Where a condition under this section applies to a resident visa,
the condition applies for the period, which may not exceed 10
years, specified—
“(a) in immigration instructions, in relation to any type of 20

resident visa; or
“(b) by the Minister or an immigration officer, in relation to

any particular visa.”

15 Section 56 amended (Visa holder must comply with
conditions) 25
In section 56(4), replace “section 386” with “section 386A”.

16 Section 57 amended (Applications for visas)
Replace section 57(2) to (4) with:

“(2) The applicant must provide his or her contact address and ad-
dress for service.” 30

12
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17 Section 58 amended (Obligation on applicant to inform of
all relevant facts, including changed circumstances)
Replace section 58(5) with:

“(5) For the purposes of sections 157 and 158, an applicant is
treated as having concealed relevant information if he or she 5
fails to comply with the obligation in subsection (3).”

18 Section 61 amended (Grant of visa in special case)
(1) In section 61(1)(b), after “in force”, insert “; and”.
(2) After section 61(1)(b), insert:

“(c) is not a person in respect of whom a removal order is in 10
force.”

19 Section 64 amended (Cancellation of visa on triggering
event)
After section 64(1)(a), insert:
“(ab) on the day after the first date on which a deportation 15

order may be served on the person under section
175 175A, whether the visa was issued before or after
this paragraph came into force:”.

20 Section 65 amended (Cancellation of resident visa before
holder first arrives in New Zealand as holder of visa) 20
In section 65(2), replace “, in writing, at the address supplied
under section 57(2)” with “in writing”.

21 Section 86 amended (Who must obtain transit visa)
Repeal section 86(7).

22 New section 86A inserted (Obligation of transit passenger) 25
After section 86, insert:

“86A Obligation of transit passenger
“(1) During the transit period applying to a transit passenger, the

transit passenger must remain—
“(a) on the craft concerned; or 30
“(b) in an immigration control area; or
“(c) in the custody of the Police.
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“(2) If a transit passenger fails to comply with subsection (1),
the relevant transit period immediately expires (and section
115(1)(f) therefore applies).”

23 Section 88 replaced (Currency and nature of transit visa)
Replace section 88 with: 5

“88 Currency of transit visa
A transit visa is current for the period or until the date specified
in it, and may be expressed to be effective for any number of
journeys to New Zealand in that period or until that date.
“Compare: 1987 No 74 s 14E(3)”. 10

24 Section 91 replaced (Expiry of transit period)
Replace section 91 with:

“91 Expiry of transit period
At any time before the transit period of a transit passenger ex-
pires, an immigration officer may, in his or her absolute dis- 15
cretion,—
“(a) extend the transit passenger’s transit period beyond the

transit period prescribed under section 401(d); or
“(b) grant the transit passenger a visa and entry permission.”

25 Section 92 amended (Expressions of interest) 20
Replace section 92(2) to (4) with:

“(2) A person submitting an expression of interest must provide a
contact address and an address for service.”

26 Section 93 amended (Obligation to inform of all relevant
facts, including changed circumstances) 25
In section 93(6), replace “amounts to concealment of relevant
information” with “must be treated as concealing relevant in-
formation”.
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Subpart 4—Amendments to Part 4 (Arrivals
and departures)

27 Section 96 amended (Responsibilities of carrier, and
person in charge, of commercial craft before it departs
from another country to travel to New Zealand) 5
Replace 96(2)(b) with:
“(b) provide to the chief executive, by means of an approved

system,—
“(i) the information prescribed for the purposes of

this subsection; and 10
“(ii) a description of the location of the information

(including, if applicable, the electronic address
for the information).”

28 Section 102 replaced (Obligations of carriers, and persons
in charge, of craft to provide information) 15
Replace section 102 with:

“102 Obligations of carriers, and persons in charge, of craft to
provide information

“(1) The purpose of this section is to facilitate—
“(a) the exercise or performance of powers, functions, or 20

duties under this Act:
“(b) the prevention, detection, investigation, prosecution,

and punishment of immigration offences:
“(c) the protection of border security.

“(2) A person (being a carrier, or a person in charge, of a craft) 25
to whom section 96 applies must provide the chief executive
with information of the prescribed kind about every person
who intended to board a craft for the purpose of travelling to
New Zealand, even if he or she including persons who did not
in fact board the craft for any reason (including, but not limited 30
to, because of a decision made by the chief executive under
section 97).

“(3) Information provided under subsection (2)—
“(a) must be provided in a form and manner approved by the

chief executive: 35
“(b) must be provided on the date, or at the time, specified

by the chief executive:
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“(c) may be retained by the chief executive for any of the
purposes listed in subsection (1).

“(4) To avoid doubt, information retained under subsection (3)(c)
may be further dealt with as permitted by the Privacy Act
1993.” 5

29 Section 103 amended (Obligations on persons arriving
in New Zealand)

(1) Replace section 103(1)(d)(iv) with:
“(iv) the person is a transit passenger who holds a tran-

sit visa or is subject to a person to whom a transit 10
visa waiver applies:”.

(2) After section 103(1)(d), insert:
“(da) to produce, on demand by an immigration officer, the

person’s passport or certificate of identity and any travel
tickets held by the person:”. 15

30 Section 109 amended (Decisions on entry permission in
relation to temporary entry class visa holders)
In section 109(6), replace “Subsection (4)” with “Subsection
(5)”.

31 New section 109A inserted (Form of entry permission) 20
After section 109, insert:

“109A Form of entry permission
“(1) Entry permission is granted by being entered and retained in

the records (whether electronic or physical) of the Department
in a manner determined by the chief executive. 25

“(2) Entry permission may (but need not) be evidenced by an en-
dorsement in a passport or certificate of identity.

“(3) To avoid doubt, no electronic or physical record is required to
be created for entry permission that is deemed to be granted
by or under this Act.” 30

32 Section 110 amended (Applicant for entry permission to
provide address)

(1) In section 110, replace “permission—” with “permission must
provide a contact address and an address for service.”
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(2) Repeal section 110(a) to (c).

33 Section 111 replaced (Applicant for entry permission to
allow collection of biometric information)
Replace section 111 with:

“111 Collection of biometric information 5
“(1) An immigration officer may require a person who applies for

entry permission (irrespective of whether the application is
still being considered, or whether entry permission has been
granted or refused) to provide biometric information—
“(a) at any time before he or she the person leaves the im- 10

migration control area, designated place, or prescribed
place at which the application is made; and

“(b) if the application is not made in New Zealand, at any
time before he or she the person leaves the immigration
control area or prescribed place at which he or she ar- 15
rives in New Zealand.

“(2) If a person refuses to allow the biometric information to be
collected, the Minister or an immigration officer may—
“(a) refuse to grant entry permission; or
“(b) revoke any entry permission already granted. 20

“(3) Entry permission may be revoked at any time before the per-
son leaves the immigration control area, designated place, or
prescribed place.

“(4) A revocation under this section is made by entry on the records
of the Department, and takes effect immediately. 25

“(5) This section does not apply to persons who, in accordance with
regulations made under section 400(l), are exempt from pro-
viding biometric information.

“(6) In this section, designated placemeans a place designated by
the chief executive under section 383.” 30

34 Section 112 amended (Obligation to inform of all relevant
facts, including changed circumstances)

(1) In section 112(5), replace “amounts to concealment of rele-
vant information” with “must be treated as concealing rele-
vant information,”. 35

(2) In section 112(6), replace “decline” with “refuse”.
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35 Section 115 amended (Arrest, detention, and turnaround
of persons)
Replace section 115(1)(f) with:
“(f) is a transit passenger who holds a transit visa or is sub-

ject to a person to whom a transit visa waiver applies, 5
and the transit period concerned has expired.”

36 Section 118 amended (Obligations of carriers, and persons
in charge, of craft)
Replace section 118(2)(a)(i) with:

“(i) who was on board the craft, or any other craft 10
operated by the carrier, when it arrived in New
Zealand and did not hold a visa permitting travel
to New Zealand and who, on arrival in New
Zealand, was—
“(A) refused a visa and entry permission; or 15
“(B) granted a visa and entry permission, but

then had that entry permission revoked;
or”.

Subpart 5—Amendments to Part 5 (Refugee
and protection status determinations) 20

37 Section 133 amended (How claim made)
Replace section 133(5) with:

“(5) A claimant must provide a refugee and protection officer with
a contact address and an address for service.”

38 Section 149 amended (Powers of refugee and protection 25
officers)
In section 149(1)(d), after “his or her”, insert “or its”.

Subpart 6—Amendments to Part 6
(Deportation)

39 Section 154 amended (Deportation liability if person 30
unlawfully in New Zealand)

(1) In section 154(3), after “subsection (4)”, insert “or (5)”.
(2) After section 154(4), insert:
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“(5) A person is not entitled to an appeal under subsection (2) if—
“(a) the person is unlawfully in New Zealand following

the cancellation of the person’s visa under section
64(1)(ab); or

“(b) the person has already had an opportunity (whether ex- 5
ercised or not) to appeal against his or her liability for
deportation.”

40 Section 155 amended (Deportation liability if person’s
visa granted in error)
After section 155(4), insert: 10

“(5) However, subsection (4) does not apply if the person is liable
for deportation under this section because the person re-en-
tered New Zealand while he or she was subject to a period of
prohibition on entry.”

41 Section 157 amended (Deportation liability of temporary 15
entry class visa holder for cause)
In section 157(5)(d), replace “concealment of” with “conceal-
ing”.

42 Section 158 amended (Deportation liability of residence
class visa holder if visa or citizenship obtained or held 20
by fraud, forgery, etc)

(1) In the heading to section 158, replace “if visa or citizenship
obtained or held by” with “due to”.

(2) Replace section 158(1) with:
“(1) A residence class visa holder is liable for deportation if— 25

“(a) the person is convicted of an offence where it is estab-
lished that—
“(i) any of the information provided in relation to the

person’s application for a residence class visa or
entry permission was fraudulent, forged, false, 30
or misleading, or any relevant information was
concealed; or

“(ii) any of the information provided in relation to the
person’s, or any other person’s, application for
a visa on the basis of which the residence class 35
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visa was granted was fraudulent, forged, false,
or misleading, or any relevant information was
concealed; or

“(b) the Minister determines that—
“(i) any of the information provided in relation to the 5

person’s application for a residence class visa or
entry permission was fraudulent, forged, false,
or misleading, or any relevant information was
concealed; or

“(ii) any of the information provided in relation to the 10
person’s, or any other person’s, application for
a visa on the basis of which the residence class
visa was granted was fraudulent, forged, false,
or misleading, or any relevant information was
concealed. 15

“(1A) Subsection (1) applies—
“(a) whether or not the person holding the residence class

visa is the person who—
“(i) provided the information that is established or

determined to be fraudulent, forged, false, or 20
misleading; or

“(ii) concealed the relevant information that is estab-
lished or determined to have been concealed; and

“(b) whether the visa was granted before or after this sub-
section came into force.” 25

43 Section 161 amended (Deportation liability of residence
class visa holder convicted of criminal offence)

(1) In section 161(1)(c), after “visa”, insert “; or”.
(2) After section 161(1)(c), insert:

“(d) of an offence against section 350(1)(a) or 351, if the 30
offence was committed not later than 10 years after the
person first held a residence class visa, and whether that
visa was granted before or after this paragraph comes
into force.”

(3) In section 161(3), replace “and (c)” with “(c), and (d)”. 35
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44 Section 169 amended (Effect of being liable for
deportation)
After section 169(3), insert:

“(3A) However, nothing in subsection (3) prevents the processing
of any application referred back to the Minister or the chief 5
executive by the Tribunal under section 188(1)(d) or (e).”

45 Section 170 amended (Deportation liability notice)
Replace section 170(3) with:

“(3) If a deportation liability notice is served by way of personal
service, it may be served only by an immigration officer or by 10
another person on behalf of an immigration officer.

“(4) In this section, deportation liability notice includes a copy of
a deportation liability notice.”

46 Section 172 amended (Minister may cancel or suspend
liability for deportation) 15

(1) After section 172(2), insert:
“(2A) TheMinistermay exercise his or her powers under this section

whether or not the person who is liable for deportation—
“(a) has given good reason under section 155(2), 156(2)(b),

or 157(2) why the person should not be deported; or 20
“(b) has purported to apply to the Minister for any other rea-

son.”
(2) In section 172(3)(b), replace “section 175(1)(e)” with

“section 175A(4)”.

47 Section 175 amended (When deportation order may be 25
served)

(1) In section 175(1)(b), delete “the earlier of”.
(2) In section 175(1)(c), after “deportation,”, insert “but is not a

person to whom paragraph (ca) applies,”.
(3) After section 175(1)(c), insert: 30

“(ca) where the person has been served with a deportation li-
ability notice that allows the person 14 days from the
date of service to give good reason why deportation
should not proceed, and the person also has a right to
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appeal under this Act against liability for deportation,
on or after the later of—
“(i) the first day on which a deportation order would

be able to be served under paragraph (b) if the
person did not have an appeal right against liabil- 5
ity for deportation; and

“(ii) the first day on which a deportation order would
be able to be served under paragraph (c) if the
person had not been served with a deportation
liability notice allowing the person 14 days to 10
give good reason why deportation should not
proceed:”.

(4) After section 175(1)(e), insert:
“(ea) in the case of a person who was unlawfully in New

Zealand before 2 am on 29 November 2010 and con- 15
tinues to be unlawfully in New Zealand under this Act,
and who has no right of appeal under this Act against
liability for deportation, at any time:”.

(5) Replace section 175(2) with:
“(2) A deportation order may be served on a person outside New 20

Zealand only if the person still holds a visa.
“(2A) If a deportation order is served by way of personal service,

it may be served only by an immigration officer or another
person on behalf of an immigration officer.”

(6) After section 175(3), insert: 25
“(4) In this section, deportation order includes a copy of a deport-

ation order.”

47 Section 175 replaced (When deportation order may be
served)
Replace section 175 with: 30

“175 Service of deportation order
“(1) A deportation order may be served on a person who is liable

for deportation on or after the date or time specified in section
175A.

“(2) However, a deportation order may be served on an earlier date, 35
if requested by the person liable for deportation.
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“(3) A deportation order may only be served by an immigration of-
ficer (or by another person on behalf of an immigration offi-
cer) or a constable.

“(4) A deportation order may only be served on a person outside
New Zealand if the person still holds a visa. 5

“175A Time when deportation order may be served
“(1) Where a person has a right to give good reason why deport-

ation should not proceed, the first day on which a deportation
order may be served on the person is,—
“(a) if the person does not provide submissions as to good 10

reason why deportation should not proceed, the day that
is 15 days after the date of service of a deportation li-
ability notice on the person; or

“(b) if the person provides submissions as to good reason
why deportation should not proceed, and the person to 15
whom the submissions are provided determines that de-
portation should continue, the day after the person is no-
tified of that determination.

“(2) Where a person has a right to appeal under this Act against
liability for deportation, the first day on which a deportation 20
order may be served on the person is—
“(a) the day after the expiry of the period for lodging an

appeal, if the person has not lodged an appeal:
“(b) where the person has lodged an appeal to the Tri-

bunal,— 25
“(i) if the appeal is withdrawn, the day after the with-

drawal:
“(ii) if the liability for deportation is upheld, the day

that is 28 days after the Tribunal determines the
appeal (but subject to paragraph (c)): 30

“(c) where the person has lodged an appeal to the High Court
under section 245,—
“(i) if the appeal is withdrawn, the day after the with-

drawal:
“(ii) if the liability for deportation is upheld, the day 35

after the date on which the person is notified of
the determination of the appeal.
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“(3) Where a person has both a right to give good reason why de-
portation should not proceed and a right to appeal under this
Act against liability for deportation, the first day on which a
deportation order is permitted to be served on the person is the
later of— 5
“(a) the first day on which the deportation order is permitted

to be served under subsection (1); and
“(b) the first day on which a deportation order is permitted

to be served under subsection (2).
“(4) Where a person has breached the conditions stated in a notice 10

or order suspending his or her liability for deportation under
section 172(2) or 212(1), the first day on which a deportation
order is permitted to be served on the person is the later of—
“(a) the day that is 28 days after service of a deportation

liability notice on the person under section 172(3) or 15
212(3)(a), as the case may be; and

“(b) any applicable day determined under subsection (2).
“(5) A deportation order may be served immediately on a person

in the following circumstances:
“(a) where the person has been served with a deportation 20

liability notice and the person does not have—
“(i) a right to give good reason why deportation

should not proceed; or
“(ii) a right of appeal against liability for deportation:

“(b) where an Order in Council under section 163 has been 25
made in respect of the person:

“(c) where the person—
“(i) was unlawfully in New Zealand before 2 am on

29 November 2010; and
“(ii) continues to be unlawfully in New Zealand under 30

this Act; and
“(iii) has no right of appeal under this Act for liability

against deportation:
“(d) where the person was the holder of a limited visa that

has expired (unless that person has been served with 35
a deportation liability notice under paragraph (a), in
which case paragraph (a) applies).

“(6) In this section, a right to give good reason why deportation
should not proceed means a right, stated in a deportation li-
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ability notice served on a person liable for deportation, to give
good reason, not later than 14 days after the date of service of
that notice, as to why deportation should not proceed.”

48 Section 176 amended (Content of deportation order)
(1) Replace section 176(1)(b) with: 5

“(b) that any visa held by the person has been, or will be,
cancelled in accordance with section 64(1)(ab); and”.

(2) Replace section 176(1)(g) with:
“(g) that the person is required to repay the actual or (if an

estimate of costs is specified in the deportation order) 10
the estimated costs of deportation.”

48A Section 177 amended (Deportation order may be
cancelled)
After section 177(4)(a), insert:
“(ab) privacy principle 6 (which relates to access to personal 15

information and is set out in section 6 of the Privacy Act
1993) does not apply to any reasons for any decision
relating to the purported application; and”.

49 Section 179 amended (Deported person may not enter
New Zealand during period of prohibition on entry) 20

(1) In section 179(1), item relating to section 158, replace “(con-
victed of gaining residence class visa by fraud, forgery, etc)”
with “(fraud, forgery, etc, in relation to an application)”.

(2) Replace section 179(2) with:
“(2) A person who is liable for deportation is not subject to any 25

period of prohibition on entry if the person—
“(a) is liable for deportation only on the grounds that the

person is unlawfully in New Zealand; and
“(b) leaves New Zealand voluntarily before he or she is

served with a deportation order.” 30
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Subpart 7—Amendments to Part 7 (Appeals,
reviews, and other proceedings)

50 Section 187 amended (Rights of appeal in relation to
decisions concerning residence class visas)
Repeal section 187(6) and (7). 5

51 Section 194 amended (Right of appeal in relation to
decisions concerning refugee or protection status (other
than subsequent claims))

(1) In section 194(1)(e), replace “on a ground under section
145(b)” with “under section 145”. 10

(2) In section 194(6)(a), delete “(however, the person may lodge a
humanitarian appeal subsequently if his or her claim for recog-
nition is declined)”.

(3) After section 194(6), insert:
“(6A) If the Tribunal dispenses (under subsection (6)(a)) with the 15

consideration of a person’s humanitarian appeal lodged at the
same time as an appeal under subsection (1)(a) or (b), the per-
son may subsequently lodge a humanitarian appeal only if it is
lodged, as required by subsection (6), at the same time as an
appeal under subsection (1)(c).” 20

52 Section 196 amended (Determination of appeal against
decision declining to accept for consideration claim in
light of international arrangement or agreement)

(1) In section 196(2), replace “uphold or reverse the decision of
the refugee and protection officer” with “dismiss or allow the 25
appeal”.

(2) In section 196(3), replace “reverses the decision” with “allows
the appeal”.

(3) In section 196(3)(b), replace “decision” with “appeal”.

53 Section 197 amended (Determination of appeal against 30
decision declining to accept for consideration certain
claims for recognition as refugee)

(1) In section 197(3), replace “uphold or reverse the decision of
the refugee and protection officer” with “dismiss or allow the
appeal”. 35
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(2) In section 197(4), replace “reverses the decision” with “allows
the appeal”.

(3) In section 197(4)(b), replace “decision” with “appeal”.

54 Section 198 amended (Determination of appeal against
declining of claim for recognition, cancellation of 5
recognition, or cessation of recognition)

(1) In section 198(1), replace “section 194(1)(c) or (d)” with “sec-
tion 194(1)(c), (d), or (e)”.

(2) Replace section 198(2) with:
“(2) However, if the appeal is brought under section 194(1)(e) and 10

relates to a decision to cancel recognition on the grounds that
section 145(b)(i) or (iii) (or both) apply, the Tribunal must—
“(a) determine the matter de novo; and
“(b) determine whether either or both of the following apply:

“(i) recognition of the person as a refugee or a pro- 15
tected person may have been procured by fraud,
forgery, false or misleading representation, or
concealment of relevant information:

“(ii) the matters dealt with in Articles 1D, 1E, and 1F
of the Refugee Convention may not have been 20
able to be properly considered by a refugee and
protection officer for any reason, including by
reason of fraud, forgery, false or misleading rep-
resentation, or concealment of relevant informa-
tion; and 25

“(c) if it finds that either or both of the matters under para-
graph (b) do apply, determine the matters described in
subsection (1)(b) and (c); and

“(d) if it does not find that either of the matters described in
paragraph (b) applies, allow the appeal.” 30

(3) In section 198(3), replace “uphold or reverse the decision of
the refugee and protection officer” with “dismiss or allow the
appeal”.

(4) In section 198(4), replace “reverses a decision” with “allows
an appeal”. 35

(5) In section 198, repeal the compare note.
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55 Section 202 amended (Grounds for determining appeal
on facts)
Replace section 202(c) with:
“(c) in the case of an appellant liable for deportation under

section 158(1)(b)(i), the Tribunal is satisfied, on the 5
balance of probabilities, that none of the information
provided in relation to the person’s application for a
residence class visa or entry permission was fraudulent,
forged, false, or misleading, and no relevant informa-
tion was concealed: 10

“(ca) in the case of an appellant liable for deportation under
section 158(1)(b)(ii), the Tribunal is satisfied, on the
balance of probabilities, that none of the information
provided in relation to the person’s, or any other per-
son’s, application for a visa on the basis of which the 15
residence class visa was granted was fraudulent, forged,
false, or misleading, and no relevant information was
concealed:”.

56 Section 206 amended (Who may appeal to Tribunal on
humanitarian grounds) 20

(1) In section 206(2)(b), replace “section 210(2)” with “section
115, 154(5), 210(2),”.

(2) In section 206(2)(c), after “section 163”, insert “; or”.
(3) After section 206(2)(c), insert:

“(d) if he or she holds a limited visa and is liable for deport- 25
ation under section 155, 156, or 157; or

“(e) if the person is liable for deportation under section 155
because he or she re-entered New Zealand while subject
to a period of prohibition on entry.”

57 New section 224A inserted (Annual report on performance 30
of Tribunal’s functions)
After section 224, insert:

“224A Annual report on performance of Tribunal’s functions
“(1) The chair of the Tribunal must, in each year, provide a report

to the Minister of Justice, the Minister of Immigration, and 35
the Minister for Courts on the performance of the Tribunal’s
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functions under this Act in respect of the financial year ending
in that year.

“(2) The report must include details of both the number of deter-
minations and the nature of the determinations made by the
Tribunal in the period to which the report relates. 5

“(3) The Minister of Justice must present a copy of the report to
the House of Representatives as soon as practicable after it is
provided to that Minister.”

58 Section 225 amended (How appeal or matter lodged)
(1) Replace section 225(2)(a) with: 10

“(a) provide the Tribunal with a contact address and an ad-
dress for service; and”.

(2) Repeal section 225(3) and (4).

Subpart 8—Amendment to related enactment
59 Amendment to Immigration (Carriers’ Information 15

Obligations) Regulations 2010
(1) This section amends the Immigration (Carriers’ Information

Obligations) Regulations 2010.
(2) Replace regulation 6(1) with:
“(1) For the purposes of section 102(2) of the Act, a person (being 20

a carrier, or a person in charge, of a commercial craft) to whom
section 96 of the Act applies must provide the information
described in subclause (2) to the chief executive.”

Part 2
Amendments to Parts 8 to 11 25

Subpart 1—Amendments to Part 8
(Compliance and information)

60 Section 277 amended (Powers of entry and inspection
relating to records of employers)

(1) In section 277(1)(b), after “employer’s obligations”, insert 30
“(which, to avoid doubt, includes the obligation not to com-
mit an offence)”.

(2) After section 277(1)(c), insert:
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“(d) determining whether a person who is working for an
employer in New Zealand is entitled to work in New
Zealand.”

(3) In section 277(2)(a), delete “business”.
(4) After section 277(4), insert: 5
“(5) In this section, premises includes a dwellinghouse.”

61 New section 277A inserted (Powers of entry and search
for employees on employers’ premises)
After section 277, insert:

“277A Powers of entry and search for employees on employers’ 10
premises

“(1) In this section,—
“premises means any premises, including a dwellinghouse
and any ship or other vessel or vehicle
“specified employee means a person who an immigration of- 15
ficer believes on reasonable grounds is or may be an employee
of an employer who the immigration officer believes on rea-
sonable grounds has good cause to suspect is committing an
offence under section 350 or 351
“specified personmeans a person who an immigration officer 20
believes on reasonable grounds is or may be a person who—
“(a) is not entitled under this Act to work in New Zealand; or
“(b) is not complying with 1 or more work-related condi-

tions of his or her visa.
“(2) An immigration officer may, for any purpose listed in section 25

277(1), exercise any 1 or more of the powers in subsection
(3) of this section if the officer believes on reasonable grounds
that a specified person or a specified employee is at premises—
“(a) that are owned, occupied, or used by an employer; and
“(b) at which the officer believes on reasonable grounds that 30

work is being done.
“(3) An immigration officer may—

“(a) enter any part of the premises; and
“(b) search for any specified person or specified employee at

the premises; and 35
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“(c) require any specified person at the premises to answer
questions put by the immigration officer in order to as-
certain—
“(i) whether the person is entitled to work in New

Zealand; and 5
“(ii) whether the person is complying with the work-

related conditions of his or her visa (if any); and
“(d) require any specified person at the premises to produce

for inspection—
“(i) any documentary or other evidence of the per- 10

son’s identity; and
“(ii) the person’s passport or certificate of identity

(whether or not it also relates to any other per-
son); and

“(e) require anyone at the premises who has access to copy- 15
ing facilities to provide copies of any documents or
things provided under paragraph (d); and

“(f) require any specified employee at the premises to an-
swer questions put by the immigration officer in order
to ascertain whether the specified employee’s employer 20
is complying with the employer’s obligations under this
Act.

“(4) An immigration officer may retain any original documents or
things produced under subsection (3)(d), and any copies pro-
vided under subsection (3)(e), and may check them against 25
any wages and time records, or any other documents relating
to the remuneration or employment conditions of any employ-
ees, obtained by the officer under section 277(3).

“(5) The powers in subsection (3) may be exercised at any rea-
sonable time during which work is being carried out at the 30
premises, or they are open for business, whether by day or by
night, without a warrant or any other authority than this sec-
tion.

“(6) Any original documents or things produced under this sec-
tion may be retained and used by an immigration officer until 35
the immigration officer has determined whether the person to
whom they relate is liable for deportation or turnaround, and
then,—
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“(a) if the person is liable for deportation or turnaround, or
becomes liable for deportation following the exercise
of the immigration officer’s powers under this section,
the documents or things may be retained and used by
the Crown toward effecting the person’s deportation or 5
departure from New Zealand; or

“(b) if the person is not liable for deportation or turnaround,
and does not become liable for deportation following
the exercise of the immigration officer’s powers under
this section, the documents or things must be returned 10
to the person as soon as possible.”

62 New section 279A inserted (Treatment of identity
documents and other things)
After section 279, insert:

“279A Treatment of identity documents and other things 15
“(1) In this section and sections 280 to 281B, identity document,

in relation to a person, means all or any of the following:
“(a) documentary or other evidence of the person’s identity:
“(b) any passport or certificate of identity relating or purport-

ing to relate to the person, whether or not it also relates 20
to any other person:

“(c) any passport or certificate of identity relating to a de-
pendent child of the person (but only in circumstances
where there is good cause to suspect that the child is li-
able for deportation or turnaround). 25

“(2) Any identity documents or things surrendered or obtained
under sections 280 to 281B may be used by the Crown to-
ward effecting the person’s deportation or departure from
New Zealand.

“(3) To the extent that any identity documents or things surren- 30
dered or obtained under sections 280 to 281B are not used or
required for the person’s deportation or departure from New
Zealand, they must be returned to the person—
“(a) on the person’s departure from New Zealand or on the

person being granted a visa and entry permission; or 35
“(b) when the person’s liability for deportation is cancelled

or suspended, or ceases for any reason.”
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63 Section 280 amended (Power of immigration officer to
request information and documents where liability for
deportation or turnaround suspected)
Replace section 280(1) with:

“(1) If an immigration officer has good cause to suspect that a per- 5
son is liable for deportation or turnaround, the officer may, for
the purpose of establishing whether that is the case, request the
person to do 1 or more of the following things:
“(a) supply the person’s full name (or names, if the person

is known by more than 1 name), date of birth, country 10
of birth, nationality, and residential address:

“(b) produce any identity documents for inspection:
“(c) surrender any identity document produced under para-

graph (b):
“(d) if the person does not currently have in his or her pos- 15

session an identity document requested by the officer,
give details to the officer of where it can be found or
who is holding it.”

64 Section 281 replaced (Powers on deportation or
turnaround) 20
Replace section 281 with:

“281 Power to require information from person liable for
deportation or turnaround
Where a person is liable for deportation or turnaround, an im-
migration officer may require the person to— 25
“(a) do any of the things in section 280(1); and
“(b) produce and surrender any travel tickets, or cash or se-

curity in lieu of travel tickets, held by the person.

“281A Obligation of third parties to surrender identity
documents 30

“(1) A person (person A) must surrender an identity document re-
lating to another person (person B) to an immigration officer
if—
“(a) person B—

“(i) has failed to produce or surrender the identity 35
document when required to do so under section
280 or 281; or
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“(ii) has told an immigration officer where the identity
document may be found or who is holding it; and

“(b) the immigration officer has good cause to suspect that
person A is in possession of the identity document; and

“(c) the immigration officer gives person A a certificate in 5
the prescribed form that requires person A to surrender
the identity document.

“(2) No action lies against person A in any court if, pursuant to a
requirement or purported requirement under this section by an
immigration officer, person A surrenders an identity document 10
relating to person B to the immigration officer.

“281B Power of entry and search for identity documents
“(1) An authorised immigration officer may, in order to facilitate

the deportation or turnaround of a person, exercise the powers
in subsection (2) if— 15
“(a) the person is liable for deportation or turnaround; and
“(b) the person has refused a requirement under section

281 to produce or surrender an identity document re-
quired under that section; and

“(c) the immigration officer has reasonable grounds to sus- 20
pect believe that the identity document is at the place to
be entered and searched; and

“(d) the place proposed to be entered and searched is—
“(i) the place (which may include a vehicle) where

the person is currently located; or 25
“(ii) the person’s abode; or
“(iii) any premises or vehicle owned by, or under the

control of, the person.
“(2) An immigration officer may at any reasonable time, without

a warrant or any other authority than this section, do either or 30
both of the following:
“(a) enter and search a place referred to in subsection

(1)(d):
“(b) seize any identity document that a person has been re-

quired to produce or surrender and that is found at the 35
place.

“(3) However, an immigration officer must not exercise any power
under this section until on or after the date on which sec-
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tion 285A (as inserted by the Immigration Amendment Act
(No 2) 2013) comes into force.”

64A Section 285 amended (Power of entry and search at
border place)

(1) In section 285(2), omit “has good cause to believe that”. 5
(2) Replace section 285(2)(a) and (b) with:

“(a) has good cause to suspect that an offence against this
Act is likely to be, or is being, committed; or

“(b) believes on reasonable grounds that a person to whom
subsection (1)(b) applies is in the place.” 10

65 New section 285A inserted (Search of persons)
After section 285, insert:

“285A Search of persons
“(1) An immigration officer may search a person who arrives in

New Zealand from another country if— 15
“(a) the immigration officer has demanded, under section

103(1)(da), the production of the person’s passport or
certificate of identity and any travel tickets held by the
person; and

“(b) the person has failed to comply with that demand; and 20
“(c) the immigration officer believes on reasonable grounds

that the person is not a New Zealand citizen; and
“(d) the immigration officer has reasonable cause to suspect

that some or all of the required documents are hidden
on or about the person or in any baggage under the im- 25
mediate control of the person.

“(2) A search under this section may include a rub-down search (as
defined in the Search and Surveillance Act 2012), a search of
the person, or both.

“(3) If, as a result of a search under this section, the person’s pass- 30
port or certificate of identity or any travel tickets are found,—
“(a) the documents may be retained by the immigration offi-

cer for the purpose of administering this Act (unless the
person is found to be a New Zealand citizen or a person
who has a visa and entry permission); and 35

“(b) the documents must be returned to the person—
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“(i) if the person is granted a visa and entry permis-
sion; or

“(ii) on the person’s departure from New Zealand.
“(4) Sections 123 to 126 and subpart 7 of Part 4 of the Search and

Surveillance Act 2012 apply in respect of any immigration 5
officer exercising a power under this section, and, if the search
is a rub-down search, sections 85 and 86 to 87 of that Act also
apply as well.”

66 Section 286 amended (Powers of entry and search relating
to deportation) 10

(1) In section 286, replace “or executing a deportation order” with
“, deportation order, or removal order, or executing a deport-
ation order or removal order”.

(2) In section 286(b), replace “or execute the deportation order”
with “or order, or execute the deportation order or removal 15
order”.

67 Sections 287 to 290 replaced
Replace sections 287 to 290 with:

“287 Special biometric information
For the purposes of sections 288 to 290A, special biomet- 20
ric information means, in relation to any person, any of the
following that are or may be required in order to meet the en-
try or transit requirements of any country to which or through
which the person is to travel:
“(a) the person’s palm-prints: 25
“(b) the person’s footprints:
“(c) measurements of the whole person:
“(d) photographs of the whole person.

“288 Requirement to allow collection of biometric information
and special biometric information 30

“(1) If a person is liable for deportation or turnaround, an immigra-
tion officer may require the person to allow biometric infor-
mation, special biometric information, or both to be collected
from him or her.
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“(2) An immigration officer may require a person to allow biomet-
ric information to be collected from him or her if the immi-
gration officer has good cause to suspect any of the following
matters, and the immigration officer requires the biometric in-
formation in order to determine any of those matters: 5
“(a) that the person is liable for deportation or turnaround;

or:
“(b) that the person is not complying with, or is materially

breaching, the conditions of the person’s visa; or:
“(c) that the person is undertaking work or a course of study 10

but is not entitled to undertake that work or study under
this Act; or:

“(d) that the person has obtained a visa under a fraudulent
identity.

“(3) Any biometric information or special biometric information 15
obtained from a person under subsection (1), or under a
compulsion order made under section 290 on an application
under section 289(1) after this subsection comes into force,
must be destroyed if the person’s liability for deportation is
cancelled or suspended, or if the person is granted a visa and 20
entry permission.

“289 Application for order authorising collection of biometric
information

“(1) An immigration officer may apply, in writing and on oath, to a
District Court Judge for a compulsion order in any case where 25
a person has refused to allow biometric information, special
biometric information, or both to be collected from him or her
in response to a requirement by an immigration officer under
section 288(1), in which case the application must set out the
following: 30
“(a) the facts relied on to show that the person is liable for

deportation or turnaround; and
“(b) evidence that the person has refused to allow biometric

information or special biometric information to be col-
lected from him or her in accordance with a requirement 35
under section 288(1); and

“(c) if special biometric information was required, the facts
relied on for believing that any of the things referred
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to in section 287 are necessary in order to meet the
entry or transit requirements of any country to which or
through which the person is to travel.

“(2) An immigration officer may apply, in writing and on oath, to a
District Court Judge for a compulsion order in any case where 5
a person has refused to allow biometric information to be col-
lected from him or her in response to a requirement by an im-
migration officer under section 288(2), in which case the ap-
plication must set out the following:
“(a) the facts relied on to show that there is good cause to 10

suspect that any matter in section 288(2) applies to the
person; and

“(b) evidence that the person has refused to allow biometric
information to be collected from him or her in accord-
ance with a requirement under section 288(2); and 15

“(c) the reasons why it is considered necessary to obtain a
compulsion order in relation to the person, including the
facts relied on to show that there are reasonable grounds
to believe that biometric information collected from the
person would tend to confirm whether or not any matter 20
in section 288(2) applies to him or her.

“(3) For the purposes of subsection (1)(a), it is sufficient if (but
not essential that) an immigration officer includes a copy of a
deportation liability notice or deportation order with the appli-
cation. 25

“(4) If an application is made under this section,—
“(a) an immigration officer must serve a copy of the notice

of the application on the respondent; and
“(b) both the immigration officer and the respondent may ap-

pear and may offer evidence at the hearing of the appli- 30
cation.

“(5) In considering an application made under this section, the
Judge may take into account any oral or documentary mater-
ial that the Judge considers relevant, whether or not it would
be otherwise admissible in a court of law. 35
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“290 Judge may authorise biometric information and special
biometric information to be collected

“(1) On the hearing of an application for a compulsion order, a Dis-
trict Court Judge may make a compulsion order requiring the
respondent to allow specified biometric information, special 5
biometric information, or both to be collected from him or her
if the Judge is satisfied that,—
“(a) in the case of an application relating to a refusal of a

requirement under section 288(1),—
“(i) the respondent is liable for deportation or 10

turnaround; and
“(ii) the respondent has refused to allow the biomet-

ric information, special biometric information, or
both to be collected from him or her following a
requirement under section 288(1); and 15

“(iii) if special biometric information was required,
there are reasonable grounds to believe that any
of the things referred to in section 287 are ne-
cessary in order to meet the entry or transit re-
quirements of any country to which or through 20
which the respondent is to travel; and

“(iv) in all the circumstances, it is reasonable to make
the order:

“(b) in the case of an application relating to a refusal of a
requirement under section 288(2),— 25
“(i) there is good cause to suspect that any matter in

section 288(2) applies to the respondent; and
“(ii) there are reasonable grounds to believe that bio-

metric information collected from the respondent
would tend to confirm or disprove that anymatter 30
in section 288(2) applies to the respondent; and

“(iii) the respondent has refused to allow biometric in-
formation to be collected from him or her follow-
ing a requirement under section 288(2); and

“(iv) in all the circumstances, it is reasonable to make 35
the order.

“(2) In considering whether to make a compulsion order, the Judge
must have regard to any matter the Judge considers relevant,
including—
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“(a) any reasons given by the respondent for opposing the
making of the order; and

“(b) in relation to an application under section 289(1),
where special biometric information is sought, any
evidence regarding the necessity of obtaining from the 5
respondent any of the things referred to in section 287
that are required in order to meet the entry or transit
requirements of any country to which or through which
the person is to travel; and

“(c) in relation to an application under section 289(2), any 10
evidence regarding the importance, to the investigation
of the relevant matter, of obtaining biometric informa-
tion from the respondent.

“(3) A person served with a compulsion order must allow the bio-
metric information or special biometric information specified 15
in the order to be collected from him or her.

“290A Obtaining biometric information by compulsion
“(1) If, after a compulsion order is served on a person, the person

refuses to allow the biometric information or special biometric
information specified in the order (the required biometric in- 20
formation) to be collected from him or her, a constable may—
“(a) arrest the person; and
“(b) remove the person to, and detain him or her in, a suitable

place where the required biometric information can be
collected; and 25

“(c) collect, as soon as practicable, the required biometric
information from the person, by force if necessary.

“(2) If force is used under subsection (1)(c), it must be reasonable
and no more than is necessary to collect the required biometric
information from the person. 30

“(3) The person must be released from detention as soon as the re-
quired biometric information has been collected, unless the
person’s continued detention is authorised under any other
provision of this or any other Act.”

68 Section 293 amended (Police to have powers of 35
immigration officers)
In section 293, replace after “292”, with insert “and 293A”.
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69 Section 293A replaced (Immigration officer may apply
for search warrant)
Replace section 293A with:

“293A Warrant to enter and search
“(1) An immigration officer may apply for a search warrant to 5

search any place or thing.
“(2) The application must be made, in the manner provided in sub-

part 3 of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012, to an
issuing officer (within the meaning of section 3(1) of that Act).

“(3) An issuing officer may issue a search warrant to an immigra- 10
tion officer if the issuing officer is satisfied that there are rea-
sonable grounds—
“(a) to suspect that any relevant offence specified in the ap-

plication has been committed, is being committed, or
will be committed; and 15

“(b) to believe that the search will find evidential material in
respect of the offence in or on the place or thing speci-
fied in the application.

“(4) In this section, relevant offence means an offence against—
“(a) this Act or any regulations made under it; or 20
“(b) the former Act or any regulations made under it; or
“(c) any other enactment, if the offence relates directly to

matters concerning immigration.
“(5) The provisions of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance Act

2012 apply, except that sections 118 and 119 apply only if the 25
warrant is executed (as provided for in section 293 of this Act)
by a constable.”

70 Section 298 amended (Information matching to verify
social security benefit matters)
In section 298(4)(g), after “(whether under this Act or the for- 30
mer Act)”, insert “or removed under the former Act”.
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Subpart 2—Amendments to Part 9
(Detention and monitoring)

71 Section 317 amended (Decision on application for warrant
of commitment)
In section 317(5)(d)(i), after “deportation order”, insert “or 5
with a removal order under the former Act”.

72 Section 328 amended (Additional powers relating to
detention by immigration officer)
Replace section 328(2) to (5) with:

“(2) By virtue of section 82 of the Search and Surveillance Act 10
2012, sections 85 to 87 of that Act (about rub-down searches)
apply to this section, and by virtue of section 89(1)(e) of that
Act, Part 4 of that Act (and in particular sections 124 to 126
(about searches of the person)) also applies.”

73 Section 329 amended (Arresting or detaining officer may 15
seek assistance)

(1) In section 329(3), after “justified”, insert “(as defined in sec-
tion 2 of the Crimes Act 1961)”.

(2) In section 329(3), after “arrest”, insert “or detention”.

74 Section 331 amended (Form of custody of persons 20
detained without warrant overnight)

(1) In section 331(a), after “18 years of age”, insert “who is not
married or in a civil union”.

(2) In section 331(a)(ii), delete “if the person is not married or in
a civil union,”. 25

75 Section 332 amended (Form of custody of persons
detained under warrant of commitment)

(1) In section 332(a), after “18 years of age”, insert “who is not
married or in a civil union”.

(2) In section 332(a)(ii), delete “if the person is not married or in 30
a civil union,”.
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76 Section 339 amended (During epidemic certain warrants
and extensions to have effect for 28 days)

(1) In the heading to section 339, delete “and extensions”.
(2) In section 339, renumber the first subsection (3) as subsection

(2A). 5

Subpart 3—Amendments to Part 10
(Offences, penalties, and proceedings)

77 Section 343 amended (Aiding and abetting)
Replace section 343(3)(c) to (e) with:
“(c) arrives in New Zealand as the holder of a visa, or is 10

granted a visa on arrival in New Zealand, but—
“(i) the visa was or is granted in a false identity; or
“(ii) any of the information provided in relation to the

person’s application for the visa was fraudulent,
forged, false, or misleading, or relevant informa- 15
tion was concealed; or

“(d) is granted entry permission but—
“(i) the entry permission was or is granted on the

basis of a visa granted in a false identity; or
“(ii) any of the information provided in relation to the 20

person’s application for the entry permission was
fraudulent, forged, false, or misleading, or rele-
vant information was concealed; or”.

78 Section 344 amended (Obstruction or failing to meet
requirements) 25
Replace section 344(c) with:
“(c) fails to remain in an immigration control area or other

prescribed place when required to do so, or to follow an
immigration officer’s instructions while in an immigra-
tion control area or other prescribed place; or”. 30

79 Section 349 amended (Offences relating to carriers, and
persons in charge, of craft)
Replace section 349(1)(d) and (e) with:
“(d) fails, without reasonable excuse, to—
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“(i) provide the chief executive with the information
required under section 102(2); or

“(ii) provide that information as required by section
102(3).”

80 Section 351 amended (Exploitation of persons not legally 5
entitled to work)

(1) In the heading to section 351, replace “persons not legally
entitled to work” with “unlawful employees and temporary
workers”.

(2) In section 351(1), after “unlawful employee”, insert “or tem- 10
porary worker” in each place.

(3) In section 351(1), after “the employee”, insert “or worker” in
each place.

(3A) Replace section 351(7) with:
“(7) For the purposes of this section, an employer is treated as 15

knowing—
“(a) that an employee is not entitled under this Act to do

any particular work if, at any time in the preceding 12
months (whether before or after the commencement of
this subsection) the employer has been informed of that 20
fact in writing by an immigration officer; and

“(b) that aworker holds a temporary entry class visa if, at any
time in the preceding 12months (whether before or after
the commencement of this subsection) the employer has
been informed of that fact in writing by an immigration 25
officer.”

(4) Replace section 351(8) with:
“(8) In this section, in relation to an employer,—

“temporary workermeans a person who the employer knows
holds a temporary entry class visa 30
“unlawful employeemeans a personwho the employer knows
is undertaking work that, under this Act, he or she is not en-
titled to do.”

81 Section 355 amended (Penalties: general)
Replace section 355(5) with: 35
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“(5) A person convicted of an offence against this Act, or against
any regulations made under this Act, for which no specific
penalty is provided in the Act or regulations is liable to a fine
not exceeding $5,000.”

82 Section 361 amended (Immigration officer may require 5
information)
After section 361(e), insert:
“(f) an electronic address for service for the carrier:
“(g) an electronic address for service for the person in charge

of the craft.” 10

83 Section 362 amended (Infringement notices)
Replace section 362(3) and (4) with:

“(3) Every infringement notice must be served on the carrier, or
person in charge, of the craft who appears to have committed
the infringement offence.” 15

84 Section 365 amended (Revocation of infringement notices)
In section 365, replace “by written notice to the person to
whom the notice was issued” with “by written notice served
on the person to whom the infringement notice was issued”.

85 New section 365A inserted (Service of notices) 20
After section 365, insert:

“365A Service of notices
“(1) This section applies to the following notices:

“(a) an infringement notice served under section 362:
“(b) a reminder notice referred to in section 363: 25
“(c) a notice served under section 365 that revokes an in-

fringement notice.
“(2) Every notice to which this section applies must be served by

way of—
“(a) sending it to the electronic address for service of the 30

recipient, in which case it is deemed to be received by
the recipient on the date on which it was sent; or

“(b) personal service on the recipient; or
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“(c) sending it by registered post to the recipient’s last
known place of residence or business, in which case it
is deemed to be received by the recipient on the date
on which it was posted.

“(3) Subsection (2) applies despite anything in section 24 of the 5
Summary Proceedings Act 1957, and,—
“(a) if service is effected in accordance with subsection

(2), the recipient is deemed to have consented to ser-
vice in that way (despite sections 16 and 20(1)(b) of the
Electronic Transactions Act 2002); and 10

“(b) in any case, for the purpose of sections 387 and 389
of the Companies Act 1993, the service is deemed to
have been service by way of leaving the notice at the
recipient’s address for service.”

86 Section 366 amended (Evidence in proceedings: 15
certificates in relation to persons)

(1) After section 366(2)(13), insert:
“(13A) the person was removed from New Zealand on a spe-

cified date; or”.
(2) In section 366(2)(24), delete “or supply access to”. 20

Subpart 4—Amendments to Part 11
(Miscellaneous provisions)

87 Section 381 amended (Chief executive may approve forms)
In section 381(3), after “appeals”, insert “or matters (as de-
fined in section 183) in the Tribunal”. 25

88 Section 386 amended (Giving notice, service of notice, etc)
(1) Replace the heading to section 386 with “Serving and giving

notices, etc, to Minister and officers”.
(2) Repeal section 386(3) to (7).

89 New section 386A inserted (Serving and giving notices, 30
etc, to other people)
After section 386, insert:
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“386A Serving and giving notices, etc, to other people
“(1) This section applies where, under this Act or any regulations

made under it, a written notice or other document is required
to be served on, or supplied, notified, or in any other way given
to, a person other than a person referred to in section 386(1) 5
or (2).

“(2) A notice or other document that is required to be served on a
person must be served by way of—
“(a) personal service on the person; or
“(b) sending it by registered post to the person’s address for 10

service; but if the address for service is the address of
a lawyer or agent, service is effected only if the lawyer
or agent signs a memorandum stating that he or she ac-
cepts service of the notice or document on behalf of the
person. 15

“(3) If a written notice or other document is required to be supplied,
notified, or in any other way given to a person, the notice or
other document must be either given to the person personally
or sent to the person’s contact address, and in which case,—
“(a) if the address is a physical address, it must be sent by 20

registered post to that address; and
“(b) if the address is an electronic address, it must be sent by

electronic means to that address.
“(4) A notice or document served or sent by registered post is

deemed to be received by the person to whom it is ad- 25
dressed,—
“(a) if the address is in New Zealand, 7 days after the date

on which it was sent; and
“(b) if the address is outside New Zealand, 14 days after the

date on which it was sent. 30
“(5) A notice or other document sent to an electronic address is

deemed to be received by the person to whom it is addressed
3 working days after the date on which it was sent.

“(6) Subsection (4) applies unless the intended recipient proves
that he or she did not receive the notice or document and the 35
failure to receive it was not a result of fault on his or her part,
and—
“(a) he or she is—

“(i) the holder of a residence class visa; or
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“(ii) a person described in section 187(1)(a) to (c); or
“(b) the address to which the notice or document was sent is

an address outside New Zealand.”

90 Section 387 replaced (New Zealand address)
Replace section 387 with: 5

“387 Address for service
“(1) A person’s address for service is, unless any of subsections

(2) to (4) apply, either of the following provided by the person:
“(a) the person’s physical address (whether in or outside

New Zealand): 10
“(b) a physical address in New Zealand of a lawyer or other

person who is acting as an agent for the person and
who is authorised by the person to accept service on his
or her behalf.

“(2) If the address provided by the a person as his or her address 15
for service is known not to be an address at which service can
properly be effected, and if subsections (3) and (4) do not
apply, the person’s address for service is the person’s contact
address, if that address is a postal address.

“(3) If a person is aged under 18 years of age and is not married or 20
in a civil union, the person’s address for service is,—
“(a) if, in the notice or other document that is being sent, the

person is named as a dependent child of another person,
the address for service of that other person; or

“(b) if a responsible adult has been determined or nominated 25
under section 375 (or under section 141B of the former
Act) to represent the person’s interests, the address sup-
plied by the responsible adult under section 375(7) (or
under section 141B of the former Act).

“(4) If a person is detained in custody, or is required under an en- 30
actment to reside at a particular address, the person’s address
for service is the postal address of the place where the person
is detained or required to reside.

“(5) A person who has provided an address for service may at any
time substitute a different address for service by giving written 35
notice of the new address to an immigration officer, a refugee
and protection officer, or the Tribunal, as the case requires.
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“(6) Subsection (7) applies if the latest address provided by a
person was provided before section 90 of the Immigration
Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 came into force.

“(7) Despite subsection (1), the person’s address for service is
the person’s New Zealand address (within the meaning of 5
the Act as in force before section 90 of the Immigration
Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 came into force), unless any
of subsections (2) to (4) applies.

“387A Contact address
“(1) A person’s contact address is whichever of the following ad- 10

dresses the person has designated as his or her contact address,
unless any of subsections (2) to (4) apply:
“(a) the person’s postal address:
“(b) an electronic address for the person:
“(c) the postal address or electronic address of a lawyer or 15

other person who is acting as an agent for the person.
“(2) If a person’s designated contact address is known not to be an

address at which the person can be contacted, and if subsec-
tions (3) and (4) do not apply, the person’s contact address is
whichever of the following addresses is consideredmost likely 20
to be the address at which the person can be contacted:
“(a) any other address referred to in subsection (1) that has

been provided by the person:
“(b) any address for the person that is obtained, after this

section comes into force, as a result of the exercise by 25
an immigration officer or constable of any of the powers
under section 274, 276, 277, 278, or 280.

“(3) If a person is aged under 18 years of age and is not married or
in a civil union, the person’s contact address is,—
“(a) if, in the notice or other document that is being sent, the 30

person is named as a dependent child of another person,
the contact address of that other person; or

“(b) if a responsible adult has been determined or nominated
under section 375 (or under section 141B of the former
Act) to represent the person’s interests, the address sup- 35
plied by the responsible adult under section 375(7) (or
under section 141B of the former Act).
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“(4) If a person is detained in custody, or is required under an en-
actment to reside at a particular address, the person’s contact
address is the postal address of the place where the person is
detained or required to reside.

“(5) If a person’s contact address is an electronic address, the per- 5
son is deemed to have consented to receive at that address all
notices or other documents required to be supplied, notified,
or in any other way given to the person, but only if the person
provides the address after this section comes into force.

“(6) A person who has designated an address as a contact address 10
may at any time substitute a different contact address by writ-
ten notice to an immigration officer, a refugee and protection
officer, or the Tribunal, as the case requires.

“(7) Subsection (8) applies if the latest address provided by a
person was provided before section 90 of the Immigration 15
Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 came into force.

“(8) Despite subsection (1), the person’s contact address is the
person’s New Zealand address (within the meaning of the
Act as in force before section 90 of the Immigration
Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 came into force), unless any 20
of subsections (2) to (4) applies.

“387B Departures from sections 386A to 387A
Sections 386A to 387A are default rules that apply subject to
any other provision of this Act, or any regulations made under
it, that replace or modify those rules as they apply to a specific 25
situation or circumstance provide requirements for the manner
of service or giving of notices and other documents in specific
situations or circumstances.”

91 Section 388 amended (Designation of immigration officers)
(1) In section 388(3)(b), after “277,”, insert “277A,”. 30
(2) In section 388(3)(c), replace “and 288” with “281A, and

281B”.
(3) In section 388(3)(d), replace “and 285” with “285, and 285A”.
(4) Replace section 388(3)(f) with:

“(f) the power to require biometric information, special bio- 35
metric information, or both under section 288:”.
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92 Section 393 amended (Fees and how they may be
prescribed for purposes of section 400)
After section 393(1)(c), insert:
“(d) the regulations may prescribe fees payable by a third

party (not being an applicant for, or a holder of, a visa 5
or entry permission) in connection with a status or ap-
proval that, under the immigration instructions, the third
party requires, or wishes to obtain or keep, where that
status or approval is relevant to applicants for a visa or
entry permission.” 10

93 Section 398 amended (Costs of deportation or
repatriation)
Replace section 398(4) to (6) with:

“(4) The costs incurred by the Crown in deporting or repatriating a
person are recoverable as a debt due to the Crown, and those 15
costs include (without limitation) costs incurred—
“(a) in locating, detaining, transporting, and maintaining the

person pending his or her deportation or repatriation;
and

“(b) in paying for travel for the person outside New Zealand. 20
“(5) The costs recoverable by the Crown may be the actual costs

(determined after the deportation or repatriation has been ef-
fected), or an estimate of those costs determined by,—
“(a) in the case of deportation costs only, an immigration

officer, in which case the estimate must be noted on the 25
deportation order along with a statement requiring those
costs to be paid; or

“(b) in the case of either deportation costs or repatriation
costs, a court of competent jurisdiction, on application
by the Minister or an immigration officer. 30

“(6) Where the estimated costs of deportation or repatriation are
recovered from a person, if the amount recovered exceeds the
actual costs of the deportation or repatriation, the excess must,
on application by the person in the prescribed manner, be re-
funded to the person. 35

“(6A) If the person deported or repatriated is under the age of 18
years of age and not married or in a civil union, the costs of
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his or her deportation or repatriation are recoverable from the
person’s parent or guardian.”

94 Section 399 amended (Migrant levy)
(1) In the heading to section 399, replace “Migrant” with “Im-

migration”. 5
(2) In section 399(1), replace “a migrant levy on persons who are

granted a visa” with “an immigration levy on applicants for a
visa”.

(3) In section 399(2)(b), after “immigration”, insert “; and”.
(4) After section 399(2)(b), insert: 10

“(c) the infrastructure required for, and the operation of, the
immigration system, including (without limitation) for
the following purposes:
“(i) establishing and verifying the identity of persons:
“(ii) managing risk to the integrity of the immigration 15

system:
“(iii) managing immigration risk to the safety and se-

curity of New Zealand:
“(iv) managing compliance with the immigration sys-

tem; and 20
“(d) activities aimed at attracting migrants to New Zealand;

and
“(e) funding the Immigration Advisers Licensing Authority,

to the extent that it is not otherwise funded.”
(5) Replace section 399(3)(a) with: 25

“(a) specify the categories or classes of applicants who are
liable to pay the immigration levy:”.

(6) In section 399(3)(c), replace “migrant” with “applicants”.
(6A) In section 399(3)(e), delete “pending the grant of a visa”.
(7) After section 399(3), insert: 30
“(3A) The Minister may, by special direction,—

“(a) exempt any person or persons from the obligation to pay
all or part of the levy; or

“(b) refund all or part of a levy paid.”
(8) In section 399(5), replace “migrant” with “immigration” in 35

each place.
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(9) After section 399(6), insert—
“(7) In this subsection and subsection (8),—

“commencement date means that date on which section 94
of the Immigration Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 came
into force 5
“migrant levy means the levy payable under this section im-
mediately before the commencement date
“relevant person means a person who, immediately before
the commencement date, was a person who—
“(a) had applied for, but had not yet been granted, a visa; and 10
“(b) would have been liable to pay the migrant levy if the

visa had been granted before the commencement date.
“(8) On and after the commencement date,—

“(a) a relevant person is not liable to pay, in respect of an
application for a visa made before the commencement 15
date, the immigration levy imposed by regulations that
apply after the commencement date; but

“(b) if the relevant person is granted a visa on the basis of
that application, he or she is liable to pay the migrant
levy that would have been payable if section 94 of the 20
Immigration Amendment Act (No 2) 2013 had not
come into force.”

95 Section 400 amended (Regulations generally)
(1) After section 400(a), insert:

“(ab) providing that the chief executive may require that cer- 25
tain applications for visas must be made electronically,
in which case the chief executive must maintain a list
of such requirements and the regulations must prescribe
how that list is to be publicly available:”.

(2) In section 400(j), replace “$2,000” with “$5,000”. 30
(3) After section 400(k), insert:

“(ka) providing for the replacement or modification of all or
any of the default rules in sections 386A to 387A
(relating to the service and giving of notices and other
documents) as they apply to specific situations or cir- 35
cumstances:
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“(ka) providing requirements, which may differ from the re-
quirements of sections 386A to 387A, for the manner
of service or giving of notices and other documents in
specific situations or circumstances:”.

(4) In section 400(l), replace “biometric data” with “biometric in- 5
formation”.

96 Section 401 amended (Regulations relating to visas and
expressions of interest)
Replace section 401(d) with:
“(d) prescribe 1 ormore transit periods, and different periods 10

may be prescribed for the holders of transit visas and
persons to whom a transit visa waiver applies:”.

97 Section 403 amended (Regulations in respect of refugee
and protection matters)
Repeal section 403(1)(b). 15

98 New section 403A inserted (Regulations made on
recommendation of Minister)
After section 403, insert:

“403A Regulations made on recommendation of Minister
“(1) Regulations made under this Part may be made only on the 20

recommendation of the Minister, except as provided in sub-
section (2).

“(2) Any regulations made under the following provisions may, if
they relate to appeals or other matters in the Tribunal, be made
only on the recommendation of the Minister for Courts, after 25
consultation with the Minister:
“(a) section 400(d):
“(b) section 400(e):
“(c) section 400(f):
“(d) section 400(i).” 30

98A Section 463 amended (Immigration officers who may
make and cancel removal orders under former Act)
After section 463(1), insert:
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“(1A) Privacy principle 6 (which relates to access to personal infor-
mation and is set out in section 6 of the Privacy Act 1993) does
not apply to any reasons for any decision made by an immi-
gration officer under section 58 of the former Act.”

Subpart 5—Related amendments to other 5
enactments

99 Amendments to Immigration (Certificate, and Warrant,
and Other Forms) Regulations 2010
Sections 100 and 101 amend the Immigration (Certificate,
and Warrant, and Other Forms) Regulations 2010. 10

100 New regulation 5A inserted (Certificate requiring
surrender of documents held by third party)
After regulation 5, insert:

“5A Certificate requiring surrender of documents held by
third party 15
A certificate given by an immigration officer for the purpose
in section 281A(1)(c) of the Act (for the surrender of a docu-
ment by a third party) must be in form 2A of the Schedule.”

101 New form 2A inserted in Schedule
In the Schedule, after form 2, insert the form 2A set out in 20
Schedule 1 of this Act.

102 Amendment to Search and Surveillance Act 2012
(1) This section amends the Search and Surveillance Act 2012.
(2) In the Schedule, after the item relating to the Human Tissue

Act 2008, insert the item set out Schedule 2 of this Act. 25
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Schedule 1 s 101

New form 2A for Immigration
(Certification and Warrant

FormsCertificate, Warrant, and Other
Forms) Regulations 2010 5

Form 2A r 5A
Request for surrender of document from third

party
Section 281A, Immigration Act 2009

To [name of person or organisation, address] 10
1 I, [name], an immigration officer, have good cause to suspect

that you are in possession of a passport/certificate of iden-
tity/or other documentary evidence of identity* relating to [full
name], who is, or who I have good cause to suspect is, liable
for deportation or turnaround under the Immigration Act 2009. 15
*Delete Omit as applicable.

2 If you are in possession of the above document(s), then, pur-
suant to section 281A of the Immigration Act 2009, I require
you to surrender it/them* by—
• giving it/them* to me now; or
• delivering it/them* personally to the address below 20

within 7 days of the date of this certificate; or
• posting it/them* by registered post to the address below

within 7 days of the date of this certificate.†
*Delete as applicable.Select one.
†Note: If you use registered post, you must keep evidence that you have
posted the document(s).

Attention of: [name of immigration officer]
at: [office] 25
at: [address]

3 If you are in possession of the above document(s) and you do
not surrender it/them* tome in accordancewith this certificate,
you are liable to prosecution and a fine under section 344(a)
of the Immigration Act 2009. 30
*Delete as applicable. Select one.
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Form 2A—continued

4 Surrendering a document in accordance with this certificate
does not expose you to any legal liability. This is because,
under section 281A(2) of the Immigration Act 2009, no ac-
tion lies in any court in respect of the surrender of a document
that you are required by this certificate to surrender. 5

Date:
Signature:
Name:
(Immigration officer)
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Schedule 2 s 102

Amendment to Schedule of Search and
Surveillance Act 2012

Immigration
Act 2009

285A Immigration officer may
perform search of person
coming into New Zealand from
another country

Sections 123 to
126 and subpart 7

293A Immigration officer may apply
for and execute search warrant

All (except that
sections 118 and
119 apply only if
warrant is executed
by a constable)

Legislative history
3 October 2013 Introduction (Bill 156–1)
19 November 2013 First reading and referral to Transport and Industrial

Relations Committee
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